
SUPER CENTURION®  

A-459 URBAN FIRE HYDRANT

MULTIDIRECTIONAL ACCESS TO EMERGENCY WATER
Hydrants share responsibilities with two important groups of 
professionals: (1) water departments and the utility crews that manage 
them; and (2) fire departments, who are the first responders to 
emergencies. Both groups use the hydrant for different purposes.

The new A-459 hydrant provides both groups with the ability to access the 
pumper nozzle from two-directions. Whether the hydrant’s pumper nozzle 
is oriented perpendicular to the street (as in a street corner) or the pumper 
nozzle is oriented parallel to the street, both installations provide access from 
both directions and give both water utilities and firefighting professionals more 
options and improved access.

The Mueller® Super Centurion A-459 fire hydrant provides multidirectional 
access to emergency water in busy urban settings where vehicles aren’t always 
parked where they should. Featuring two pumper and two hose nozzles, first 
responders can quickly connect to all sides of the hydrant. Combine this feature 
with a Storz nozzle and Mueller's solid reputation for manufacturing the most 
dependable, easy-to-operate fire hydrants in the market, you have a recipe for 
success. 

From “head to toe” (e.g. bonnet to shoe), the A-459 urban fire hydrant leads 
the pack. The bonnet features an automatic lubrication system that forces oil 
circulation over all surfaces of the operating nut and stem threads to assure this 
Centurion hydrant remains easy to operate year after year. The shoe includes a 
reversible, reinforced main valve to make certain operation is smooth, reliable 
and easy. Like all Centurion hydrants, O-ring seals are used throughout to 
provide leak-free seals at all flange connections, nozzles and within the  
operating mechanism.  

The A-459:

• Complies with AWWA C502, is UL 246 listed, and is certified to ANSI/NSF 61 & 372

• Uses parts that are interchangeable with current Centurion hydrants

For more information about Mueller or to view our full line of water products, please visit www.muellerwp.com or call Mueller customer service at 1.800.423.1323.
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